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Single-layer, Multi-Mode OAM Reflectarray
Antennas

M. Beccaria, G. Dassano, P. Pirinoli

Abstract—In this letter, an innovative ReflectArray (RA) an-
tenna able to radiate in the same direction multiple Orbital
Angular Momentum (OAM) modes, is presented: depending on
the direction of arrival of the impinging field, the RA radiates
a broadside beam carrying on an OAM mode with different
index. Two circular RAs with diameter D = 19.8λ at the the
frequency f0 = 30GHz, able to radiate two or four OAMs, have
been designed and simulated, while a prototype of the dual-mode
configuration has also been manufactured and experimentally
characterised. The obtained results prove that vortex beams are
successfully generated in the range of frequencies from 28 to 32
GHz, confirming the effectiveness of the proposed design.

Index Terms—Reflectarray, Antennas, OAM.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS

The next generation of wireless communication systems
will require larger channel capabilities than those currently
provided. This could be obtained a) moving the carrier fre-
quency up to millimeter waves or either higher frequencies
and b) enhancing the efficiency of the frequency spectrum
by using proper multiplexing techniques. In alternative to
more conventional approaches, recently the possibility to use
Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) – carrying beams is also
investigated, since modes characterized by different index `
are orthogonal each others. Moreover, they radiate a conical
beam, that could be useful in some applications [1].

The interest on the possibility to design antennas able to
radiate OAM modes is therefore rapidly growing. Among the
different proposed solutions, it is worth to mention spiral
plates antennas [2] – [4], travelling-wave antennas [5], [6]
and dielectric resonators [7]. Other configurations for the
generation of OAM modes recently studied are those based on
the use of transmitarrays [8] – [10], metasurfaces [11] – [15]
or reflectarrays (RAs). Starting from [16], where preliminary
numerical results on a perforated dielectric RA designed to
radiate OAM mode with ` = +1 are summarized, several
papers on the design of RAs able to radiate single OAM modes
have been published [17]- [22].

However, to obtain an efficient multiplexing scheme, it
is necessary to radiate simultaneously more OAM modes,
possibly in the same direction. While in [24], a configuration
based on the use of two polarizations to realize a small size
RA able to only radiate 2 OAM modes with indexes ` = ±2
is introduced, other, more complex, solutions are presented in
[23]- [27]: they consist in adopting four different feeds, two
characterized by a x-polarization and the other twos by y-
polarization, each illuminating a different area of the RA, and
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therefore responsible for the generation of a different OAM
mode [23], in a composite structure including a transmitarray,
a polarization rotated RA and a dual linear polarization horn
[25], in the use of a folded RA including active elements [26]
or in a multi-layer plasma reflectarray [27].

An alternative to design a simpler configuration can be that
of using the superposition of the aperture field to generate
different modes, i.e. implementing a principle similar to those
already adopted in the design of bifocal RAs [28], [29]. This
idea has already been proposed in [30]- [32], where the results
on three different configurations based on this concept are
designed: they radiate only two OAM modes in two different
directions following a design procedure similar to that adopted
for a bifocal RA, usually designed to provide a phase that is the
mean value between those necessary to point the main beam
in two different directions. Note that while the design of a
bifocal RA essentially allows to change the pointing direction
within those used for the reflectarray design, in the case of
OAM if the phase is just given as a linear combination of
those required for generating two specific modes, no other
can be obtained. It means that the solutions proposed in [30]-
[32] can just radiate the two modes for which they have
been designed. In opposite to what done in bifocal design
and in [30]- [32], here the principle of superposition is used
to design a RA generating different OAMs that point all
in the same (broadside) direction. While very preliminary
numerical results on a two OAM RA were presented in [33],
here to different configurations, supporting 2 or 4 modes are
designed and numerically characterized; moreover, a prototype
of the dual-mode reflectarray has been manufactured and
experimentally characterized.

II. REFLECTARRAY DESIGN

To generate a beam carrying on an OAM mode, each
element (i, j) of the reflectarray must provide a phase φ

(`)
i,j

evaluated as [34]:

φ
(`)
i,j =

2πDi,j

λ0
+ `× arctan

yj
xi

(1)

where, Di,j is the distance between the feed and the (i, j)
element, λ0 is the wavelength in the free space evaluated at the
design frequency f0, ` is the considered OAM mode index and
(xi, yj) are the coordinates of the centre of the (i, j) element.

In the case in which the same aperture would be used to
generate N OAM modes, ideally the RA must guarantee the
phase distribution Φ(`n) required by each of them; however, if
the unit-cell is characterized by only one degree of freedom,
the RA can provide just a phase distribution, Φmean, that,
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using the principle of superposition, can be written as a linear
combination of the different Φ(`n)

Φmean =
1

N

N∑
n=1

Φ(`n) (2)

In the examples considered here, Φ(`n) represents the phase
distribution necessary to generate the OAM with index `n,
pointing in the broadside direction, when the field radiated
by the feed impinges on the reflecting surface with angles
(θinc`n

, ϕinc`n ).

Fig. 1. Sketch of the reflectarray geometry generating 2 OAM modes.

For simplicity, let refer to the geometry sketched in Fig. 1,
consisting in a circular reflectarray and two feed horns, located
in two different positions and assume that two OAM modes
with indices `1 = 2 and `2 = 4 would be obtained. When the
feed identified by `1 is the only switched on, the direction of
incidence is characterized by (θinc2 = 30◦, ϕinc2 = 270◦) and
therefore the phase map Φ(2) represented in the top left side
of Fig. 2 is required to radiate the mode with index `1. Vice
versa, when is the `2-feed to be switched on, a different RA
must be designed, taking into account of the different direction
of arrival of the incident field, characterized by θinc4 = 30◦

and ϕinc4 = 90◦ and of the different mode `2 that would be
generated: the required phase map Φ(4) is that shown in the
top right plot of Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Phase maps required for the generation of an OAM mode with ` = 2
(top left), with ` = 4 (top right) and for the dual-mode configuration (bottom).

Resorting to eq. 2 particularized for this case with N =
2, it is then possible to obtain the phase distribution Φmean,
plotted on the bottom of Fig. 2, that must be provided by the
RA. Note that the technique could be easily extended to a

configuration generating a higher numbers of modes, simply
increasing the number of feeds, located in different positions,
evaluating all the Φ(`n) and finally computing Φmean. Since
this is not the phase required to generate a single mode, it is
reasonable to assume that each OAM will be a little distorted:
however, the results in the next section will prove that the
purity of the modes is just slightly affected by the not exact
phase compensation and that the radiation patterns stay the
same at least in the region of the main beam and nearby.

The proposed approach has been applied to the design of
two circular reflectarrays, both with a diameter D = 19.8λ0
at the design frequency f0 = 30 GHz. The RA surfaces are
discretized with 1596 unit-cells. Each unit-cell has size equal
to 0.45λ0 and consists in a square patch printed on a single
layer Diclad 527 (εr = 2.55, tanδ = 0.0022) substrate, with
a thickness h = 0.8 mm. Varying the side W of the patch it
is possible to obtain a total variation of almost 280◦ for the
phase of S11 [35] while its amplitude stays almost equal to
0 dB everywhere. The feed is the smooth-wall circular horn
introduced in [36] located at a distance F from the planar
surface, such that F/D ≈ 1, in order to reduce the blockage
and the spillover.

The first is a dual-mode RA, designed to provide the OAM
modes with indices `1 = 2 and `2 = 4: the geometry is that
shown in Fig. 1, while the phase map that the RA must provide
is Φmean in Fig. 2. The second reflectarray is a quad-mode
configuration, designed to radiate in addition to the OAMs 2
and 4 also those with indices `3 = −2 and `4 = −4; for
their generation, two further feeds are needed, located at the
same distance F from the planar surface, but in such positions
that the directions of arrival of the incident field on the RA
are characterized by (θinc−2 = 30◦, ϕinc−2 = 180◦) and (θinc−4 =
30◦, ϕinc−4 = 0◦).

III. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To validate the design effectiveness, several tests have been
done. First, the two designed antennas have been numerically
analyzed with the full-wave approach of CST Microwave
Studio, considering for both of them all the configurations
for the generation of the different modes.

The field on a planar surface located in the near field region
of the RAs (at 350 mm from their surface) has been computed,
in order to check if the amplitude and phase distributions are
those typical of the OAM mode with the considered index.
The results relating to the dual-mode RA are shown in Fig. 3;
on the top it is plotted the wavefront amplitude (left) and phase
(right) distributions for the antenna configuration in which
the feed is located in the position that guarantees angles of
incidence (θinc2 , ϕinc2 ): as expected, in this case the waveform
is that characteristic of the mode 2, while in the other case,
when the direction of arrival of the incident field is identified
by (θinc4 , ϕinc4 ) the field is clearly that associated to the OAM
with index 4. As expected, the two modes are a little distorted,
but for both of them, either the amplitude and the phase of
the field are those typical of the considered OAM, and this
confirms the possibility to use a structure like the designed
one to generate more modes.
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Fig. 3. Amplitude (left) and phase (right) distribution of the field associated
to the OAM modes with indexes ` = 2 (top) and ` = 4 (bottom) evaluated
on a plane at a distance of 350 mm from the dual-mode RA surface.

To verify the purity of each mode, the field radiated by
both the RAs, when the position of the feed relative to the
modes 2 and 4 are considered, has been expanded in terms
of OAM modes, the energy W` associated to each mode has
been evaluated and finally the ratio between W` and the total
energy associated to the electric field, that can be written as

Wtot =

+∞∑
p=−∞

Wp (3)

has been computed [26]. Note that, even if the sum in Eq. 3
runs from −∞ to +∞, in most of the practical cases it
can be limited to the most significant modes. The vortex
spectrum expansion relative to the two modes is represented
in Fig. 4 for both the dual- and quad- mode RAs. In the
same figure it is also plotted the spectrum composition of the
field radiated by two single-mode RAs, designed to radiate
the `1 or the `2 OAM mode, respectively. From the plots in
Fig. 4 it clearly emerges that for the considered antennas the
predominant mode is the desired one, even if the contribution
of the mode 2 (or of the mode 4) slightly reduces moving
from the single to the quad-mode configuration. Moreover, let
consider for instance the histogram relating to the dual-mode
RAs on the left (but similar consideration also applies to the
histogram obtained for the quad-mode reflectarray or to the
other plot): the predominant mode is that with index 2, plus
some contributions from the OAM 1 and 3 but not from the
fourth one, that is the other one radiated by the dual-mode
RAs changing the feed position and this confirms the excellent
decoupling between the modes.

In view of the promising numerical results, a prototype
of the dual-mode reflectarray, shown in Fig. 5, has been
manufactured and tested in the spherical near field test range
in the anechoic chamber at Politecnico di Torino.

In the first two columns of Figs. 6-7 the numerical and
experimental results obtained at 29, 30 and 31 GHz are

Fig. 4. Vortex spectrum expansion of the field radiated by single, dual- and
quad-mode RAs and associated to the OAM modes with indexes ` = 2 (left)
and ` = 4 (right).

Fig. 5. Dual-mode RA prototype, with the feed oriented to generate the mode
` = 2.

reported. The results in Fig. 6 refer to the `1 mode, while
the plots in Fig. 7 show the radiation patterns of the antenna
configuration that generates the other OAM. As it can be seen,
there is a very good agreement between the numerical and
experimental results, being these last ones even better than
those resulting from the RA simulations. This can be ascribed
to the impossibility of imposing a very high accuracy in the
discretization of the antenna model in order to keep under
control the computational cost of the simulation, that is very
high because the absence of any symmetry. The obtained
patterns further confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
design and also show that the main beam is quite stable over
the entire frequency band. This observation is confirmed by
the plot in Fig. 8, representing the variation of the measured
gain with the frequency over a band ranging from 28 GHz up
to 32 GHz, from which it appears that it stays quite stable over
the entire frequency range. In the same plot it is also reported
the gain for the two configurations evaluated at 29, 30 and 31
GHz, in very good agreement with the measured one.

In the right most column of Fig. 6 and of Fig. 7 the radiation
pattern of the two single-mode antennas, obtained with their
full-wave simulation, are also shown. As it can be seen, in
both the cases the main lobe of the field radiated by the dual-
mode or by the corresponding single-mode RA remains quite
similar; clearly the not perfect phase compensation provided
by the dual-mode configuration introduces phase error, and
this corresponds to have some higher lobes out of the main
beam region, and a decrease of the gain of almost 2.5 dB for
both the analyzed modes, as it appears from Fig. 8, where the
value of gain for the two single-mode RAs evaluated at 29,
30 and 31 GHz is also reported. This decreases of the gain is
predictable, since it is an intrinsic consequence of the use of
a single aperture for radiating the two modes and it is similar
to what happens in bifocal configurations.

The radiation patterns in the H and E planes, obtained with
the simulation of the single- dual- and quad-mode RAs and
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Fig. 6. Radiation patterns in the (uv)−plane at different frequencies for
the mode ` = 2. Dual-mode RA: numerical (left) and experimental (centre)
results; single-mode RA: numerical results (right).

Fig. 7. Radiation patterns in the (uv)−plane at different frequencies for
the mode ` = 4. Dual-mode RA: numerical (left) and experimental (centre)
results; single-mode RA: numerical results (right).

Fig. 8. Measured variation of the gain vs. frequency for both the modes 2
and 4 radiated by the dual-mode or single-mode RA.

the measurement of the dual-mode prototype, considering for
all of them the configuration in which they radiate the mode 2,
are finally shown in Fig. 9. They also confirm the feasibility of
the multi-mode RA, since the radiation patterns are almost the
same independently from the antenna, and the only effect of

the presence of more modes is the already mentioned increase
of the side lobes in the E-plane. If compared with the solutions
proposed in [30]- [32], the proposed antennas presented the
advantages to be able of radiating several modes, all in the
same direction. For what concerns other parameters, as gain,
efficiency and bandwidth, few results are available in literature.
Referring to those summarized in table I of [32], it is possible
to notice that the here proposed dual-mode RA has higher
gain and better aperture efficiency. The bandwidth cannot be
computed since the gain varies of less then 1 dB with respect to
the value at f0 for frequencies below 31.6 GHz, but probably
it will satisfy this constrains also for frequencies below the
lower considered limit of 28 GHz. Taking into account that
maximising the bandwidth is not the aim of this work, and
that a very simple re-radiating element is used, this is a good
result.

Fig. 9. Radiation patterns in the H (left) and E (right) planes for the mode
2, obtained with the simulation of the single-, dual- and quad-mode RAs and
with the experimental characterization of the dual-mode prototype.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED AND REPORTED OAM MULTI-MODE

PERFORMANCE RA

SLL, E-plane [◦] SLL, H-plane [◦] Efficiency [%]
Freq.
[GHz]

opt.feed ”max
eff.” feed

opt. feed ”max
eff.” feed

opt. feed ”max
eff.” feed

29 -11 -9 -19 -16.6 44.87 43.15
30 -17.7 -15.5 -23 -18 51.7 49.5
31 -12.8 -10 -25 -19 48.66 46.37

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this letter, an innovative single-layer passive Reflectarray,
designed to radiate in the same direction several OAM modes
is discussed. The results of the numerical analysis of two

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED AND REPORTED OAM MULTI-MODE

PERFORMANCE RA.

[30] [31] [32] This Work
f0 15 GHz 5.8 GHz 6 GHz 30 GHz
Apert.
Area

56.25λ2 100λ2 225λ2 307.9λ2307.9λ2307.9λ2

Polariz. CP LP CP LP
Anal. l = +2 l = +2 l = ±1 l = +2l = +2l = +2
Mode l = +1 l = +1 l = +4l = +4l = +4
Dir. of θ+2 = −30◦ θ+2 = −30◦ θ+1 = +20◦ θ2 = 0◦θ2 = 0◦θ2 = 0◦

Rad. θ+1 = +30◦ θ+1 = +30◦ θ−1 = −20◦ θ+4 = 0◦θ+4 = 0◦θ+4 = 0◦

Max.
Gain

17 dBi 14.7 dBi 22.2 dBic 24 dBi
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different antennas, designed to generate 2 or for modes and
the experimental characterization of a prototype of the dual-
mode configuration confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
solution and show that the features of the generated beams are
comparable to those obtained using single-mode antennas.
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